
Note:
Board A is the base. 
It has extra shaft (a) 
if needed.

Ensure you have all these parts

Do not push out the pieces untill
they are required

Follow the pictures and word
description in the instructions

gasket

battery case

cap

gasket

screw

screw driver
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Parts requested:

(1) Push "l" and "j" on "k" as 
shown in the picture.
(2) Take a long axle "n", it 
goes through the "k", then 
use two gaskets "m"  to fix 
the ends of the axle.
(3) The chair "X" completed. 
Same way to make 12pcs of 
chair.

Parts requested:

Make 12 chairs: Use pieces from board F

(4) Push black cap "o" on the hole of shaft "a". Same way to make 24 kits.
(5) Insert one end of wood parts"b" to the shaft "a", and insert the other end to the 
circular wooden pieces "c".
(6) Fill all 12 slots on the circular wooden pieces "c", the component "Y" completed. 
Same way to make another "Y".

(7) Place the chair "X" between two components "Y" as shown in the picture. 
Insert both ends of the axle into the black caps. Apply gentle pressure to 
complete the wheel.

(8) Insert the pieces (4pcs of "e", 4pcs of "f", 2pcs of "g") to the base "A" as shown in 
the picture.
(9) The back side of base "A": Hold these components in place by using 12pcs of "d".

(10) Sandwich C2 between the 2pcs of "i", and then use 4pcs of "h" to connect 
them to make a pulley.  Note: C2 is smaller than "i".
(11) Take a rod "p" and insert it through the holes in the middle of the pulley. 
Ensure that the pulley is intact on one side of the rod.

(19) Insert the rod (component in step ⑥) into the holes on "Y" (component in step ③), then attach B2 to the rod.
(20) Attach the body of ferris wheel to the base.
(21) Attach black gasket "v" at the end of rod in the B2 side.
(22) Insert B3 to the slots on C1 and D1.
(23) Insert B1 to base A

Connect Wires of the motor to the battery pack 
using alligator pins. Turn on the switch and see 
a working prototype.

Note: Change the connection and see the wheel move in opposite direction. Can you tell us why?
Send your answers to hello@smartstoy to win a special gift…

(12) Shaft of the motor goes through the hole at the bottom of C1, use two small screws to attach the motor to C1.
(13) Attach two black caps "o" into the small holes in the middle of C1 as shown in the picture.
(14) Insert two short axles "q" into the black caps on C1. Insert two pulleys "r" to the axles "q".
(15) Insert the rod "p" (component in step ⑤)  into the hole at the top of C1.
(16) Rubber Band 1: Place one end of rubber band around the pulley in the motor and the other end around one of the pulley "r".
       Rubber Band 2: Place one end of the rubber band around the small pulley in the pulley "r", and the other end around another pulley "r".
       Rubber Band 3: Place one end of the rubber band around the small pulley in another pulley "r", and the other end around the circular wooden pieces.

(17) Attach D1 to the C1, and push black caps "o" into the small holes in the 
middle of D1 to attach to axles "q". Make sure these pieces are tightly attached.
Note: The slots on the sides of C1 and D1 should be in the same direction.
(18) Attach black gasket "v" at the end of rod as shown in the picture.

front side

Make 2 Wheels using shaft (a) and connectors (c)

Complete the Giant wheel by attaching chairs to the sides
Build the base using Board A

Make pulley system 

Assemble support towers, add motor and pulley system

Attach Ferris Wheel body to the support tower

Share your creations with us.fb.com/smartstoy @smartstoy www.smartstoy.com


